
Qixi Pop-Up Event

Free the Heaven 
Spider!



“Free the Heaven Spider” is a pop-up
event designed for super-malls in
Shanghai for the in-coming Qixi-Festival.

I tried theming this traditional Chinese
Festival into a pop-up event and explored
a stylized way to express my idea in it.



What
Qixi

Is a magic tool of Matchmaker Deity called Yuelao or Moon God.
Yuelao connects couples’ fates with one single red thread tying on their 
ankles.
It is said that Yuelao lives on the Moon Palace, but we never know how 
and where Yuelao got his red threads.

is a Chinese Festival celebrating the annual meeting of the cowherd and 
weaver girl in mythology. They were forced to be separated by unsatisfied 
God Queen.
Now regarded as Chinese Valentines’ Day, it falls on the 7th day of 7th Lunar 
month. Traditionally, it was a festival for girls to worship wisdom and beauty 
from weaver girl, who is in fact the daughter of God Queen.



What Qixi

is to put some melon and fruit 
food (mainly cantaloupe, golden 
melon, clever fruit, peanut, red 
date, etc.) on the fruit pot at the 
dawn of the day before Qixi. 
Waiting for a night, everyone 
would see if there were “spider 
webs" on the fruit pots. If webs 
showed up, that family would 
be blessed!

+ = Folktale base of my backstory



Why
Qixi
?

Reboosting local economic after it was broken by post-active policy.

Courtyard of Huanyu Hui Mall/Starry Playground/etc. malls in Shanghai

1 month in total (Pop-up Events&Live Entertainment)

X’mas SpringF Valentines’    Mother’s         520       Children’s D     Qixi

Gift Beauty Outdoor
Sports

Watch Jewery

Goal

Location

Period

Year 2020-2021: Festival Gifts Consuming on JD Platform

Mall Courtyard



The red thread used by the Moon God for matchmaking is created by the Heaven
Spider in the Moon Palace. As the Qixi Festival was approaching and the incoming
demand on red thread would be immense, the well-meaning fairies of the Moon Palace
secretly fed the spider a lot of nutritious feed, hoping it would spin enough red
thread. Unfortunately, having been fed too much, the spider spun excessive amounts
of red thread overnight and even entangled itself in them. Well, there was enough red
thread, but the Heaven Spider needed to be freed!

Now, the poor fairies have been ordered by the Moon God to bring the Heaven Spider
to Earth to distribute the threads to potential couples.

“Make good use of the red threads; But also get my spider back home safe!”

Due to the fact that they cannot make indiscriminate matchings, those quick-witted
fairies devised a few kinds of tests to verify the faith of the couples, or singles
believing in the blessing of Moon God, in hopes of freeing the spider quickly.

Back Story



Gain Red Thread

Finish any of 
one booth’s 

tasks
(festival 
custom 

activities)

Show smile 
face(s) to the 
tree to verify 

their 
relationship

Get a red 
thread from 
the Heavenly 

Spider.

Customers’ Mission



II. Candice&
Trying-on 

Booths

I. Dream back 
to Tang

-
Makeup Booths

III.
Tea Pattern 

Reading 
Challenge

V. Revolving
Lantern

IV. Red 
Thread 
Tree

Plan View



Mood Board Overall





(from
 video of

Vlogger @
o小

庄
o

)

In different periods of Tang Dynasty, ladies made-up in different
styles with various suits, which are not only what staffs are costumed
into, but makeup-Style service sold in Makeup Booths.

https://space.bilibili.com/6272357


Make-Up Booth 
Mood Board

“Dream Back to Tang”



Customer pay to get made-up and costumed
from Tang Dynasty. Once you finish make-up, 

you’ll gain the pass to the red thread tree.



To advance the selling of consumer-interactive service. Every task here asks for 
two people’s cooperation. Gain Pass to red thread.

Possible tasks: Molding clay man, handmaking leather bags, earing making…



People successfully challenging tea pattern reading gains the
pass to read thread.

Or just paying for an expensive cup of tea.



Showing Pass from task before to the staff,
Couples/singles came to “show” their happy face in front 
of Red Thread Tree through hole.



After participant(s) show their smile(s) to the tree hole (camera), one-section-long red thread came out to their hand(s).

i. Red thread wrapping on the spider
begins moving out because of pulley
gripping power inside the (prop) tree.

ii. Red thread being dragged down
through the drapery covering on the
tree, then into the vine tube.

ii. It is cut off by settled section,
but customers can only see the
section slides down out.



Revolving Lantern Moodboard



Period 1：Fairies pissed off
Yuelao and was ordered to 
earth.

Period 2：Part of the 
thread has been consumed！
Fairies are happy, giving
more blessing (The mall now 
increases its discount.)

Period3:  All of the thread 
has been consumed. Yuelao
reunites with Heaven 
Spider.  

Projecting animated shadow-play 
on the surface of revolving lantern. 
Stories differentiate from periods.



Process Work
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